
 
Wednesday 14th April 2021
ONLINE LESSON
In this lesson we will:

 Have an action packed maths session today.

- Have a pencil and paper at the ready, as you may find it useful to record 

working as we attempt some ‘I think of a number….’ questions. We will  
need to work backwards (use inverse operations) to find out what the 
original number was. 


- We will have a go at solving some algebraic equations together, working to 
find different solutions. Brackets may prove useful at times.


- I will give you some hints which may help you with Thursday’s maths 
questions linked to angles, before a game of ‘Play Your Cards Right’.


   

  
 Sound switched “ON”

Your brain, as well as your ‘Dhoon High 5’ 

and ‘Values’.


Follow up challenges/ suggested learning 

            can be found below:



Wednesday 14th April - Follow up challenges/ suggested learning:

(Remember that these can be attempted and revisited at any time throughout lockdown. :-)


- Maths ‘Problems of the Day’ (6-10) - Another collection of maths problems which draw on 
different areas of maths. We discussed a couple of examples during our live lesson yesterday, 
including ways in which steps in working out and answers may be recorded clearly. 


- ‘I’m Thinking of a Number’ sets 1 and 2 - Two sets of questions for you, with set 2 providing 
greater challenge than set 1. We will practise working through some examples during our live 
lesson today.


- Algebraic Equations - If you would like to continue working on algebra there are some 
equations available, similar to those which we worked on in today’s live lesson.


- Identifying Bird Species - Enjoy developing your knowledge of these 7 bird species, which 
Michelle from Manx Birdlife has called ‘confusion species’. I have had so many conversations 
with my children about these species (corvids) and the differences between them. I hope that 
you find this as informative and interesting as I have.


                     http://www.viewpure.com/qLACegfy7GQ?start=0&end=0


RSPB website is also useful if you wish to find out more about these and other bird species.


                    https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/wildlife-guides/bird-a-z/
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